What Are Teachers and Administrators Saying
about The GEEL?
Educators all over the country are benefiting from the Galanter Educational Evaluation
Lattice (The GEEL). Their experiences and school settings are different. Their
responsibilities vary their perspectives. But they all agree that getting an individualized
understanding of a child’s learning is the key to improving performance. And that The
GEEL gives them that understanding.

Benefit: Individualized Instruction Aids a Child’s Learning and Progress
There are so many things in the GEEL that other assessments like DIBELS just doesn’t cover. -Stacy F., reading specialist
There is individualized instruction that the child will enjoy doing and may look forward to doing their
work afterwards. —Lina D., teacher
It’s a good use of the internet in the classroom because it allows each child to realize that he or
she can learn regardless of his or her learning capabilities. —Barbara L., teacher

Benefit: Early Detection of Potential Physiological Impediments to Learning
The physiological aspect of this online evaluation will be an amazing help with diagnosing learning
problems and giving resources to teachers and parents. —Elizabeth R., teacher
This is directed learning and does things that I cannot do, like providing visual test data and
referrals to specialists, etc. — Joy B., teacher

Benefit: Valuable Supplemental Report to Parents
Demonstratively, this will be an enormous help as a report with recommendations to parents.
—Brother Tom W., teacher

Benefit: Maximizing Effective Use of Technology in School
The individual student narrative will be useful when working with the Education Assistance
teams…it will clearly illustrate the student’s strengths and weaknesses. Students will feel
empowered being able to complete all the tasks on the computer by themselves…it will be great for
their self esteem.
—Elizabeth R., teacher
Because it is cross-curriculum, it will support teachers in presenting their observations of a student
and will also help the teacher locate a problem area immediately. —Nicole H., teacher
Having this powerful diagnostic technology and the insights it will reveal about each student's
progress in early grades will ultimately impact and help improve student's progress and
performance as they move from grade to grade. —Maureen F., Director of Technology

Benefit: Valuable Supplemental report Assists Guidance Counselors
As a guidance counselor, I am constantly faced with transfer students whom I have no history of.
CPI’s evaluation, and the individualized Narrative Report it churns out on a real-time basis, will be
an enormous help to me in understanding precisely what students know and how much they know.
That way, I have an objective benchmark that supplements my own insights… I can have the
student take a quick and easy online evaluation at the beginning and end of the semester, or
anytime in between that I need!
—John V., Guidance Counselor
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